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About This Software

Turn your virtual reality headset into a multi-monitor system!

Breakroom lets you use Windows inside VR. You can surround yourself with applications. Work on Photoshop while watching a
Youtube tutorial or just watch your favorite movie while playing online poker and browsing Reddit, while sitting on the beach

or in a Japanese garden. You can finally use your headset for other things than gaming and free yourself from the limitations of
the physical monitor.

In Breakroom you can choose between a range of soothing environments. You can use all your regular Windows 10 applications,
move them around your virtual space and create the ultimate personalized work space.

You start your experience with your mouse where you right click anywhere to see a menu. Use the menu to bring your open
applications into Breakroom, open Windows Explorer or the Start Menu to open new applications. You can change backgrounds

and skyboxes, rearrange your applications within Breakroom or open the tutorial.
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Title: Breakroom
Genre: Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
MURE VR
Publisher:
Dark Snow Studios
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I didn't feel like this was a ready-to-go product yet. Very buggy. I'm sure it will get better with time, but it was unusalble as is. I
kept trying to get the windows to come closer using the mouse wheel. It would creep towards me for a few scrolls, then jump
back to where it started. Felt liek it was deliberately messing with me. Other strange behavior included the mouse dissappearing,
the focus leaving the vr server to the real desktop, causing all kinds of random suff like I was operating my computer
blindfolded without knowing it. One time a window completely dropped out through the floor and ended up about 15 virtual
feet below me for no reason. It's a promising example of a virtual desktop, but it is not ready yet.. While this product definitely
lacks polish being in early beta. I can see a lot of potential here with a nice intuitive interface and an effort by the developer to
provide relaxing backgrounds. That said there is still a lot of work to do with the backgrounds lacking polish and the screens that
you utilize not having as crisp a resolution as would be ideal (but that may be due to the Vive's limitations currently) All in all
the developer seems to be moving in the right direction with this software. If you want to help support software that has a lot of
promise then I recommend this, at least to keep in your library until it has a little more polish.. So i got as far as changing the
environment to mars managed to open pc files but thats it doesnt allow me to gather windows set up play any files doesnt access
start menu as far as i could tell i will continue with bigscreen and delete this one.. No improvements since launch. Stay away..
Keep attempting to open, but for some reason, it brings VR Compositor onto my desktop, then overlaps with the Breakroom
window; resulting in an error that VR Compositor isn't full screen & renders the program unusable.... tried everything.
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